Modification 2 to SAA2-402012

RENEWAL AND EXTENSION OF

THE

REIMBURSABLE SPACE ACT AGREEMENT

BETWEEN

THE NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

AMES RESEARCH CENTER

AND

SRI INTERNATIONAL

SRI International (hereinafter “SRI” or “Partner”) and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (hereinafter "NASA") executed a Reimbursable Space Act Agreement (hereinafter the "Original Agreement") on March 27, 2007 for the purpose of utilizing Moffett Federal Airfield Facilities.

NASA and SRI hereby agree to renew and extend the duration of the Original Agreement, which as previously modified, expired on October 29th, 2008, for one (1) year commencing from the date of the last signature of this agreement, below. The purpose of this agreement is to incorporate the Original Agreement and its previous modification by reference into this agreement. In addition, this agreement updates the Schedule and Milestones section of the Original Agreement and its previous modification as follows:

Aircraft (King Air 200T, N45E/N45N)

Aircraft arrives at KNUQ – N45N
Equipment installation, ground test and flight test – N45N
Aircraft arrives at KNUQ – N45E
Test flights - N45E
Aircraft leaves KNUQ - N45N
Aircraft leaves KNUQ - N45E
Aircraft leaves KNUQ - N45N
Flight test aircraft N45N
Aircraft leaves N4UQ – N45N

17 November 2008
17 Nov to Mid Jan 09
5 January 2009
Month of Jan 2009
Mid January 2009
1 February 2009
1 April 2009
Month of April 2009
1 May 2009

Except as set forth in this Agreement, the provisions of the Original Agreement and its previous modification, including the requirement of an annual Support Agreement under paragraph “5. FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS” remain in full force. If the provisions of this Agreement conflict with the provisions of the Original Agreement or any previous modification of the Original Agreement, then the provisions of this Agreement shall prevail.
The Original Agreement is attached to this agreement and incorporated by reference as Appendix A. Modification 1 to the Original Agreement is attached to this agreement and incorporated by reference as Appendix B.

SRI INTERNATIONAL

By __________________________
Margaret Baxter Pearson
Division Manager of Contracts
SRI International
Date: 12/12/2009

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

By __________________________
Deborah Feng
Director for Center Operations (Acting)
Ames Research Center
Date: 7/10/09
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